Israel rejects new Arab Mid-East peace plan

(AP) — Israel rejected the new all-Arab plan for a Middle East settlement yesterday and sent its warplanes against Syrian anti-aircraft missiles in Lebanon for the second straight day, reporting four more batteries demolished.

Lebanese radio said Israeli jets also struck Syrian army positions in Lebanon, further heightening the threat of a showdown between the tens of thousands of Israeli and Syrian troops remaining in that war-battered land.

Sources at the Arab summit conference in Fez, Morocco, said the Arab leaders approved Syrian President Hafez Assad's request to cancel the six-year-old Arab League mandate for his Syrian "peacekeeping force" in Lebanon, enabling him to withdraw the troops. But Israel questioned Assad's sincerity.

"I think this (Syrian readiness to leave Lebanon) is lip service and there is no reality in it," Chief Staff Lt. Gen. Raphael Eytan told Israeli army radio.

In related developments yesterday:

* Secretary of State George P. Shultz, testifying before the House Foreign Affairs Committee, called for congressional support of President Reagan's Middle East peace plan and said he believes there is a "reasonable chance" the plan's key goals can be achieved.

* The 800 U.S. Marines who helped supervise the withdrawal of Palestine Liberation Organization guerrillas from West Beirut moved vehicles onto landing craft in preparation for their scheduled departure today from Lebanon.

* Lebanese army forces trying to reassert government control over West Beirut moved into the Palestinian refugee camp Bourj El Barajneh, heavily bombarded during Israel's June-August siege. Israeli forces continued to hold these positions in Beirut, however, even though the U.S.-negotiated agreement that ended the siege called for their pullback.

* The Fez summit, concluding yesterday, produced the first collective Arab proposals for peace with Israel based on a "comprehensive" settlement of the Jewish state in 1948.

* The plan contained elements long rejected by the Israelis the creation of an independent, PLO-governed Palestinian state in the Israeli-occupied West Bank of the Jordan River and Gaza Strip, and incorporating the Arab-populated sector of Jerusalem in that state.

* The proposals, as outlined by summit sources, do not explicitly offer recognition of Israel.

* In Israel, Prime Minister Menachem Begin's spokesman, Uri Porat, dismissed the summit, saying it was no different from previous such meetings and "there is no reason to pay attention to it."

* Reagan's plan, on the other hand, called for full autonomy for the territories in some kind of association with Jordan, and leave the Jerusalem issue open to later negotiation.

Israel rejects all-arab West Bank settlement yesterday and bombed Syrian anti-aircraft missiles for the second straight day. (Israeli Housing Minister David Levy inaugurated Israel's West Bank settlement last week.)

### New Senior Bar building opens tonight

By RYAN VER BERMOES Managing Editor

After several years of planning, the new Senior/Alumni Club building opens tonight at 9:30 p.m.

The new structure stands just north of the previous building’s location. Curiosity about the new building is expected to produce a large crowd of patrons.

Senior Bar General Manager Kevin Woods has a hard time containing his enthusiasm for the new building. "This is the best thing that could happen to a senior class," says Woods.

The bar’s inventory manager, Marty Vetter, reflects the feelings of the people involved by saying that "the administration and everyone has just been fantastic."

The planning and construction of the new building brought members of the administration together with several students. Dean of Students James Roemer said the primary reasons for building a new bar were to build a structure that was "classy," and to provide a facility that did not pose the safety hazards of the old building. The structure that formerly housed the bar had at one time been a house and had undergone numerous modifications through the years.

The Senior/Alumni Club, the formal name of the Senior Bar, rents the Senior Bar building from the University of Notre Dame for $55,000 a year. Each year members of the coming senior class are given the opportunity to apply for managerial positions. The students chosen then operate the bar as a business with the goal of meeting the University's rent.

When the decision was made to build the new bar, Roemer met with protest when he proposed that the student managers be supplemented by a full-time professional manager. However, in Roemer's words, "the Senior Class and the current managers impressed me enough to try student management for another year." Current Manager Woods does not feel this will pressure him or his staff in any way. According to Woods, "the co-operation between all the parties involved has been fantastic."

The majority of design work for the bar's interior and exterior was handled by two Notre Dame grads who worked for Cole Associates, a local design firm. Woods was impressed by the input he was allowed to have in its design. "At my recommendation, the architects moved walls and made any re-design necessary to make the best building possible," said Woods. Last year's General Manager Tim Thompson did much of the preliminary design work before he graduated in May.

The new building consists of three bars. Upon entering, patrons will see a central bar with oak booths. To the left is a large room with an area for a band and dancing.

Trading post replaces old Moses

By SONYA STINSON Senior Staff Reporter

The Memorial Library's second-floor lobby now has an authentic trading post from the New York Stock Exchange in place of the old statue of Moses.

Notre Dame was one of several institutions which acquired one of the horse-shoe-shaped structures of bronze and oak after the Exchange converted to more sophisticated equipment.

Dean Frank K. Reilly of the College of Business Administration explained, "We received one because I found out about the gift when I was at a conference at the University of Texas, which also has a post. I asked where they got it and how I could get one for Notre Dame."

An authentic trading post from the New York Stock Exchange has replaced the statue of Moses that used to stand on the interior floor of the library. The post was acquired with donations from Thomas S. Coleman, '32. (Photo by Jill Ottinger)

See STOCKS, page 6

Also in this room is a large seating area and a number of table-top video games. To the right of the entrance is another bar with a second dance area and a large conversation pit.

Most of the interior finishing was done by local carpenter Bill McClain. For the past four weeks, McClain has put in 16-hour days, yet he still remains enthusiastic about the project. "This bar is going to do a good job for the University. I’m also extremely proud of the student bartenders, they’ve made the difference."

Most of the thirty student bartenders on the bar staff returned to school seven to ten days early. Since then all have worked without pay in satisfying soil, fences, wiring, interior decoration, and performing numerous other jobs. Woods is obviously proud when he says, "We’ve all missed classes, this is the best
The Notre Dame Security Department will auction unclaimed property, including several bicycles, at Segun Center on Saturday beginning at 10 a.m. A more detailed list of items will be available at the Security Office today. — The Observer
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own way, taken steps toward better interaction across the campuses. Saint Mary's students are allowed to double major at Notre Dame provided they already have a major at Saint Mary's and their second major is not offered on the Saint Mary's campus. In addition, N T O one Notre Dame students are given the chance to receive teacher certification classes at Saint Mary's. But why not take this last idea one step further? It would seem to be more sensible and would certainly be more beneficial to the students if the Notre Dame administration followed the lead of the Saint Mary's administration and encouraged students to take the education sequence, or any other major not offered at Notre Dame, as a double major program through classes at Saint Mary's. Surely this would be advantageous to students seeking jobs in education, nursing, medical technology, or social work; those majors are offered at Saint Mary's but not at Notre Dame. After all, the facilities and opportunities are available to students from both campuses; it is a waste not to make full use of them.

Even the food services of both campuses, those wonderful little organizations whose one goal appears at times to be cost efficiency, do their little bit in making these two schools work as one community. Students who travel from one campus to another to take classes are given the opportunity to eat lunch at that campus, provided they meet certain requirements dealing with the time they spend at the opposite campus. And with the co-op program, the food services are doing their part to encourage social interaction between the schools.

Hopefully this silly social feud between the two schools will come to a quick end. The feeling of antagonism has existed long enough, and if it is allowed to continue, could permanently damage our relationship with each other. But why not take this last idea one step further? It can learn to use both schools to the best advantage of all students involved, this can truly becom the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's community.

The views expressed in the Inside columns are the views of the author, and do not necessarily represent the views of The Observer or its editorial board.

Authorities have decided not to prosecute a Japan Air Lines pilot who crashed his DC-8 into Tokyo Bay because documents filed by someone of sound mental health and news reports said yesterday. Authorities are expected to investigate whether the pilot, 27-year-old, should be held criminally responsible for allowing Seiji Kajigai into the cockpit despite his history of mental instability, Kyodo News Service and the Japanese Broadcasting Corp. reported. They said psychic friends found Kajigai, 27, was suffering from schizophrenia on Feb. 9 when he reversed thrust on two of the plane's engines, causing it to crash into the shallow waters killing 24 people. Rather than seek an indictment against Kajigai on professional negligence charges, police have decided to try to have him committed, the reports said. Police officials declined to comment on the reports. — AP

China launched a satellite into orbit designed to carry out scientific experiments, the official Xinhua news agency reported yesterday. China's X-18 satellite, which officials said, is a member of a series of research satellites, was launched March 4, 1982. — AP

Circumvented by slow sales and poor profits, business executives plan to cut 1982 spending on expansion and modernization. The business community, according to a major new business survey covering 1,500 Fortune 500 companies, is preparing for a major recession. The report was presented by the Conference Board, the research arm of the United States Chamber of Commerce, in New York City yesterday. — AP

Partly sunny today and warm. High in low to mid 80s. Slightly cloudy tonight and Saturday with a slight chance of showers. Town in the low to mid 60s. High in the low to mid 80s. — AP

Fire broke out at a downtown apartment building in Hagerstown, Md. early yesterday, killing two people and injuring two others, police and officials said. Deputy Fire Chief Mills said the cause of the fire was under investigation. The blaze broke out at 3:45 a.m. in an apartment building adjacent to a tavern and was controlled about 4 minutes later, Mills said. — AP

Some Michigan legislators say it is time to switch from "recession" to "depression" when talking about the economy. The lawmakers, who say high unemployment and industrial uncertainty defy textbook definitions of a recession, are backing a resolution "calling on other states to stop using the term 'recession' and begin using the term 'depression.' "This missioner (recessioneer) represents "the recessionary pressure on our state's industrial and agricultural sectors," and has served to gross over the true impact on the American people," the resolution states. "For us to continue to ignore the facts of our industrial and agricultural setbacks is akin to the American people." The measure was introduced Wednesday by Rep. Rich Stitt, D-Taylor, and 12 co-sponsors. It is before the House Policy Committee. — AP

China launched a satellite into orbit designed to carry out scientific experiments, the official Xinhua news agency reported yesterday. China's X-18 satellite, which officials said, is a member of a series of research satellites, was launched March 4, 1982. — AP

Sixteen people were killed and six injured in Budapest, Hungary when an international express train crashed into a bus in the western town of Szekesfehervar, the Hungarian news agency MTI reported yesterday. The dead included eight children, the agency said. It said the accident Wednesday was under investigation. The train engine was derailed and the bus and some railroad cars were wrecked. — AP
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Hofman plans freshman events

By VIC SCIULLI
Assistant News Editor

From the Freshman Year family has traveled one of its number to the various stores and provided an opportunity for shopping at several locations.

Tomorrow evening, the Freshman Year of Studies will present the first of this semester’s “Freshman’s Other Choice.” These performances, to be held in the LaFortune Ballroom, will include a student variety show followed by a dance.

This week’s variety show will feature talent from upperclassmen, including a Glee Club concert in miniature and several acts from last January’s Keenan Revue. Following the show, variety scenes will spotlight freshman talent.

A square dance will follow the variety show. Asterl Hovvedt and several other members of the physical education department will be present to encourage participation as well as to give instructions. Refreshments will be served. Although there will be no charge for any of the performances, tickets must be obtained in advance at the Freshman Year of Studies office. Only 200 tickets will be made available. The following morning, buses will depart from the Stepan Center for a picnic on the Lake Michigan Dunes. All 200 tickets for the event have been sold.

Three freshman date nights have also been planned for this semester. The 10 per couple fee will include transportation from campus to the 100 Center, buffet dinner at the Ice House, a movie, and return transportation. The only stipulation is that both members of the couple must be freshmen.

Other events include a parents’ open house in Stepan Center, the morning of the Notre Dame-Miami game, football videos parties for the Pin and Air Force games and a trip to Chicago the day after Thanksgiving.

Hofman believes that the most painful thing a young person can experience is the feeling of loneliness. Inexperience at meeting people may make the process of socialization even more difficult, especially in a new situation like college. Hofman fears that some freshmen may see only the “very conspicuous” means of socialization, which in most cases includes drinking. Hofman hopes to give these freshmen a viable alternative.

Many have wondered what has motivated Hofman to become so involved with the freshman class. Said Hofman, “The truth really is that I’ve never gotten over being president of my senior class.”

To keep freshmen socially and personally to college life, these various activities are planned to give freshmen “another option” - one that is fun but non-irritating. A shopping tour of South Bend was held last Saturday. The four-hour adventure included visits to the various malls and provided an opening ceremony. (Photo by Jill Origer)

An unidentified Army ROTC officer demonstrates rifle techniques to ROTC members and freshmen recruits in the library auditorium. The demonstration took place before a ROTC awards ceremony. (Photo by Jill Origer)
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ACTIVITY FEE FUNDING

Applications for receiving Student Activity Fee Funds are now available in Student Activities Office.

1st Floor LaFortune.

Deadline for applying is Wednesday, September 15.

VAN LINES WEEKEND BUS SERVICE

Leaves ND Main Circle for the hour for University Park Mall and Town Center Shopping Center.
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An unidentified man carries a basket to the Polish embassy in Bern, Switzerland, Thursday. Shortly after the basket was delivered, a remote control bomb was detonated to begin the raid that freed hostages at the embassy and resulted in the capture of four men. (AP Photo)

**Gunmen captured**

**Police rescue embassy hostages**

BERN, Switzerland (AP) — Red-bearded, anti-American police stormed the Polish Embassy yesterday, rescuing five hostages and capturing four gunmen in a bloodless assault that lasted only 12 minutes.

"I'm pretty sure to be freed. Although I am very tired, none of us came to any harm," embassy press attaché Stefan Prowazek told The Associated Press after the lightning-quick rescue.

About 20 policemen wearing gas masks and bullet-proof vests stormed the two-story building after blowing in the front door with a remote-controlled stun bomb they had in a food container to fool the gunmen, who seized the embassy and 13 hostages Monday.

Eight captives were released Tuesday and Wednesday through negotiations, but the gunmen threatened to blow up the embassy and kill the others today unless they got $1.7 million, safe passage to either China or Albania and an end to martial law in Poland.

Justice Minister Kurt Furgler said afterwards that the Swiss government would "never accept blackmail." The government decided to send in the police because "negotiations served no further purpose," he said.

The quick conclusion to the siege was hailed as "a total success" by Swiss officials, who conducted virtually uninterrupted telephone negotiations with the gunmen, clad in dark green camouflage fatigues and armed with submachine guns.

They were led by a 14-year-old former convict, Florian Kruszyk, who claimed to lead the "Polish Insurgents Vom Home Army" after having worked for the Swiss intelligence-gathering service. He was described by Swiss officials as a "mixture of patriot and criminal."

They said Kruszyk served most of a nine-year prison term for a jewelry store robbery in Vienna in 1980.

Furgler, who headed the federal crisis management team and joined in the negotiations with Kruszyk's band — the said precision was almost failed by the attempted suicide of one of the hostages, Col. Zygmunt Dobruszewski, the embassy's military attaché.

Neither the police nor the gunmen used their weapons in the 12-minute raid which began at 10:24 a.m. (4:24 a.m. EDT) Bern's police chief, Marco Alleskuti, said.

The quick live TV by Swiss television, the lightning-quick clearly took the embassy's occupants by surprise.

A youthful looking man dressed in dark green camouflage fatigues stormed the rear of the embassy after 12 minutes. (AP Photo)

**Private rocket flawlessly launched**

MATAGORDA ISLAND, Texas (AP) — The first rocket ever launched by U.S. private enterprise blasted off flawlessly from a coastal island yesterday and flew a ten and-a-half-minute suborbital mission.

Two of the terrorists were seized in the hall near the front door, about ready to pick up the container on the porch. The other two were believed guarding the hostages in an adjoining room.

**Are you an Engaged Encounter Team Prayer team?**

**Priest, studying at D.D. or working in the Michiana area? South Bend Engaged Encounter needs you! If you can commit one weekend a year, please call us.**

John & Peggy Switzer 291-8887

**Putt-Putt Golf & Games**

**Clip These Coupons...**

**Putt-Putt Golf & Games**

**Farthestfunafit!**

and play All Three courses.

(games good any time) for only $2.00

(half price) Bring your friends along. We'll

and play All Three courses

Expires Sept 30

**Putt-Putt Golf & Games**

**OPEN YEAR ROUND!**

3615 S. Main, Mishawaka (one block south of Edison Rd.) Open till midnight 289-4171

**Putt-Putt Golf & Games**

**FIRE UP FOR FOOTBALL AT BRIDGERS**

**FUN FUEL AT FANTASTIC PRICES**

**EVERY Mon & Tues 7 - 10**

25¢ Beer

Thurs 9/9

Bellagio Party

Fri 9/10

Michelob Party

Wed 9/15

Miller & Miller Lite Party

Thurs 9/16

Wild Turkey Party
Various changes in the dining hall have already been made by Robert Luedtke, the new director of SAGA Food Services at Saint Mary's. These range from relocation of the deli line to a new salad bar system.

Luedtke has been with SAGA for six years working at various college diners.

"Part of my job, as I see it," he says, "is to try to generate alternatives to the normal board programs that are financially feasible." He believes that by fine establishing a repeating menu cycle, he can later offer variations from the regular schedule.

One change Luedtke has made so far is in the location of the deli line, moving it to the north side of the hall at lunchtime. Both hot plate lines are now on the south side. This, according to Luedtke, was done in order to alleviate traffic from the south side, from where most students enter. The students must still, however, check in at the appropriate side before getting their trays.

Meg Bowley of LeMans has encountered no problems with the rearranged dinner lines. "I think that at lunch time having it (the deli) on the other side is a good idea." But others disagreed. Kathie Drew, McCandless resident, said, "I wish they'd put the deli line back where it used to be!"

Kassy Welsh of McCandless said: "It causes a lot of congestion. I wish they'd put it where the LeMans hot plate line is now. That way we'd have the hot plate lines on both sides.

Some other changes made include moving the Pepsi and ice machines out of the lines and into self-serve islands away from the traffic. The condiments have also been moved out of the traffic areas.

"To make things self-serve allows more flexibility and usually shortens the time from getting your al¬ sureware to getting your meal," says Luedtke as an explanation for rearranging the dining hall.

At first the new arrangement of the salad bar caused confusion by leading directly into the tray deposit lines. With only two salad aisles, the lines became congested during rush hour.

Luedtke believes the present salad bar system will avoid any more such confusion and allow the students to serve themselves more quickly.

Now, the salad bars have been rearranged to allow four aisles of traffic and have been moved away from the tray deposit.

The additional round tables holding lettuce and toppings allow extra space at the bar. In order to offer "another alternate dining solution to the individual student, bulk service of yogurt and cottage cheese is now available at the salad bar." Last year, small premeasured portions were available. Now students may serve themselves as much as they wish.

Luedtke believes the dining hall to be one of the largest social vehicles on campus, as students go there to conveer. He would like to see more student participation in the form of a food services committee.

"I don't think people grow unless they're willing to try new ideas," says Luedtke. One idea of his is for a nacho machine at the deli line. Other options include a mixed fruit bowl at the entrances and a bagel and cream cheese extravaganza.

Luedtke believes one way he "can make residence life more fun is to bring in variety and specials." Planned "monotony breakers" for this year include peanut butter and potato extravaganzas as well as a spaghetti excursion. Special meals are planned for holidays.

This year the snack bar will be moved to the second floor of the old library. According to Luedtke, it may even expand to offer pizza delivery on campus.

Once the snack bar is moved, Luedtke plans on utilizing the available space by perhaps installing a wide-screen television or using it for the deli and salad bar.

Charles Flaim, former director of Saint Mary's Food Service, is now manager of Notre Dame's South Dining Hall. Flaim left SAGA after 20 years of service, eight of which were at Saint Mary's.

He explains that he was up for a transfer. He and his family chose not to leave the South Bend area. When an opportunity arose at Notre Dame he applied and was hired as manager.

Flaim plans to play a part in dining hall changes. An example, he notes, was the combined effort of the North and South Dining Halls in the picnic at Stopen Center.
But Roemer is not taking any chances with the new building's liquor license. He recently announced stiff fines for people found violating University drinking regulations. People found in the bar that are underage, or those caught helping unlicensed people enter, are subject to a $1,000 fine.

There will be one night when students who are not yet 21 will be able to use the bar's facilities. On Sundays, all members of the student body will be able to enter the bar and purchase non-alcoholic beverages. Roemer says that "this will all be younger students to eat pizza at one's own leisure." Woods credits University President Father Theodore Hesburgh with this idea.

Woods hopes to have kitchen equipment installed by late September. This will allow the bar to serve a number of snacks and hors d'oeuvres. At that time Woods hopes to begin serving lunch each day.

Most seniors are anxious to see what the new building has to offer. Mary's Senior Class President Beth Bunker feels that "even though it's not part of a bar for seniors, I'm glad the alumni and administration have provided something for everyone."

Tonight the Notre Dame Senior Class, in conjunction with the Student Senate, are sponsoring the band Charito. "This is a good dance band from Chicago with a lot of bar experience," said Student Union Social Commissioner Dave Drossard. He also plans to have an Irish band in the bar after the Michigan game.

Regular Senior Bar patrons will find the prices of drinks mostly unchanged. A total of 22 taps will dispense beer to patrons.

...Bar

Welcome to Mt. Benton's Dining Room GIANNETTO'S ORIGINAL STUFFED PIZZA Prices quoted on request

Dixie Giannetto, owner of the former Giannetto's Restaurant, wishes to announce that her famous STUFFED PIZZA, voted last year as Michiana's finest is now being served at Mr. Benton's.

...Stocks

Two passengers arriving from international points trade money with a Mexican man at black market rates at Mexico city's international airport. Mexican President Jose Lopez Portillo nacionalized the nation's banks on Wednesday and closed all banks until Monday, leaving the black market as the only alternative for travelers to exchange currency. (AP Photo)
The New Senior Bar

When these photos were taken, workers were busy preparing Senior Bar for tonight's opening. Once the sawdust and tools are removed, the interior should be ready for the thirsty masses.
Delivers

How to order your pizza:
5. Turn on your porch light.
6. The price that is quoted on the phone includes sales tax but does not include the subtraction of the coupon. The driver will subtract it when the delivery is made.

Prices subject to tax.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
©1982 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Fast... Free Delivery
277-2151
1835 South Bend Ave.
Hours:
11am - 1am Sun.-Thurs.
11am - 2am Fri.-Sat.
Ask about our party discounts.

Domino’s Pizza Delivers™

All Pizzas Include Our Special Blend of Sauce and 100% Real Cheese

Our Specialty Cheese Pizza
12” cheese $4.49
16” cheese $6.49

Domino’s Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Onion, and Sausage.
12” Deluxe $6.65
16” Deluxe $11.65

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Onions, Anchovies, Green Peppers, Olives, Ground Beef, Sausage, Hot Peppers, Double Cheese, Extra Thick Crust. 12” pizza $ .89 per item
16” pizza $1.29 per item

How to order your pizza:
You can help us serve you and others faster if you follow these simple steps when ordering your pizza.
1. Know what you want before ordering (size of pizza, quantity, what you want on it, any drinks).
2. Know the phone number and address of the residence from which you are calling.
3. When placing an order, let us know if you have large denomination bills.
4. Remain by the phone after ordering. We may call back to confirm the order.
5. Turn on your porch light.
6. The price that is quoted on the phone includes sales tax but does not include the subtraction of the coupon. The driver will subtract it when the delivery is made.
7. If you reside in a dormitory, wait in your room for us to call you then come downstairs with your money and coupons to pick up your pizza.

4 Free Cups Of Cola!

4 free cups of Cola!
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Sept. 30
Fast, Free Delivery
1835 South Bend Ave.
Phone: 277-2151
26216/2650

2 Free Cups Of Cola!

2 free cups of Cola
with any 10” pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Sept. 30
Fast, Free Delivery
1835 South Bend Ave.
Phone: 277-2151
26216/2650

$4.00 off any 16” 2-item or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Sept. 30

$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Sept. 30
Stop using food as weapon against Third World

Friday, September 10, 1982 —

A large “thank you” is in order for the stu­dents who meritously sacrifice their energies to improve the quality of social, economic, and cultural life in the Third World. Our countrymen have an essential need for a peaceful and prosperous world in order to work towards the betterment of themselves and Canada would be virtually non-existent.

The United States sends nearly 57 percent of its food exports by sea, it is estimated that underdeveloped nations would carry the burden of paying for those goods. What is more disturbing is the increase of our imports in the past decade that the U.S. has quadrupled its food imports.

The changing role of women in modern Western society has caused a great many problems, not to mention a good deal of anguish to both men and women. These problems are compounded by the specious reasoning that women must work in order to support the others. Women have been conditioned to work and the abandonment of morality are problems which strike the heart of society, for I cannot help but believe that if the changing role of women has not caused these problems, they are as likely to suffer from them.

At bottom, my only concrete objection to feminism is that it attempts to destroy all traditions concerning relationships between men and women. We must not be so narrow-minded. If feminism wants to be truly effective, it must go beyond the narrow-mindedness of man. It must go beyond the narrow-mindedness of man. It is not only the educated people who must be educated in this field, but the whole of society.

In the meantime, Notre Dame women have taken their greatest step, for I think many of them are torn between choosing a career and a traditional role of wife and mother. This is a problem that must be resolved in order for the best of both men and women. Mr. Snyder claims about the “median model” prevalent at Notre Dame that women must be “ideal beings.” For students who have never been in school, this is not surprising. The student body is mostly made up of women and should be considered to be the most essential to mankind’s future.

The administration must be made to realize that it cannot make all of the major university decisions on its own. A change in this policy might involve a change in many of Notre Dame’s traditions, as well as a great deal of criticism about its activities, but these things are what is needed to help all of us meet the world of tomorrow. It is never comfortable for someone to point out what they perceive to be errors in judgement, but constructive criticism is essential to the maintenance of excellence on all levels.

In the future, we must help Notre Dame not only to look back, but also to help it to look forward. This is being done to a limited extent by many of the community service organizations on campus, but there is no comprehensive plan for university involvement in the South Bend community and personal, and growth, and mature interpersonal relationships.

The decision making process at Notre Dame tends to be greatly removed from the student body and the faculty. It would seem logical that these two groups would be more essential to the process of looking at future directions for the university because they are the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university.

Dear Editor:

Speaking Out

Vera Distasteful

Organizations like the World Health Organization (WHO) and the World Food Programme (WFP) are underdeveloped island being “pacified” with food. These programs were established to channel surplus food, goods we Americans seem to be waiting in the fields due to a production problem. And for the WFP, an organization that deals with emergency aid and unaccepted claims, having a world-wide face to keep food in the world. These programs were established to channel surplus food, goods we Americans seem to be waiting in the fields due to a production problem. And for the WFP, an organization that deals with emergency aid and unaccepted claims, having a world-wide face to keep food in the fields.

The changing role of women in modern Western society has caused a great many problems, not to mention a good deal of anguish to both men and women. These problems are compounded by the specious reasoning that women must work in order to support the others. Women have been conditioned to work and the abandonment of morality are problems which strike the heart of society, for I cannot help but believe that if the changing role of women has not caused these problems, they are as likely to suffer from them.

At bottom, my only concrete objection to feminism is that it attempts to destroy all traditions concerning relationships between men and women. We must not be so narrow-minded. If feminism wants to be truly effective, it must go beyond the narrow-mindedness of man. It must go beyond the narrow-mindedness of man. It is not only the educated people who must be educated in this field, but the whole of society.

In the meantime, Notre Dame women have taken their greatest step, for I think many of them are torn between choosing a career and a traditional role of wife and mother. This is a problem that must be resolved in order for the best of both men and women. Mr. Snyder claims about the “median model” prevalent at Notre Dame that women must be “ideal beings.” For students who have never been in school, this is not surprising. The student body is mostly made up of women and should be considered to be the most essential to mankind’s future.

The administration must be made to realize that it cannot make all of the major university decisions on its own. A change in this policy might involve a change in many of Notre Dame’s traditions, as well as a great deal of criticism about its activities, but these things are what is needed to help all of us meet the world of tomorrow. It is never comfortable for someone to point out what they perceive to be errors in judgement, but constructive criticism is essential to the maintenance of excellence on all levels.

In the future, we must help Notre Dame not only to look back, but also to help it to look forward. This is being done to a limited extent by many of the community service organizations on campus, but there is no comprehensive plan for university involvement in the South Bend community and personal, and growth, and mature interpersonal relationships.

The decision making process at Notre Dame tends to be greatly removed from the student body and the faculty. It would seem logical that these two groups would be more essential to the process of looking at future directions for the university because they are the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university.

Dear Editor:

Feminist movement flawed

At the very core of the feminist movement is the idea that women should be equal to men in every aspect of life. This is a battle that has been fought for many years and is still far from won. The feminist movement is based on the belief that women are just as capable as men, and that they should be able to pursue any career they choose.

In the feminist movement, there is a strong belief in the idea that women should be equal to men in every aspect of life. This is a battle that has been fought for many years and is still far from won. The feminist movement is based on the belief that women are just as capable as men, and that they should be able to pursue any career they choose.

In the meantime, Notre Dame women have taken their greatest step, for I think many of them are torn between choosing a career and a traditional role of wife and mother. This is a problem that must be resolved in order for the best of both men and women. Mr. Snyder claims about the “median model” prevalent at Notre Dame that women must be “ideal beings.” For students who have never been in school, this is not surprising. The student body is mostly made up of women and should be considered to be the most essential to mankind’s future.

The administration must be made to realize that it cannot make all of the major university decisions on its own. A change in this policy might involve a change in many of Notre Dame’s traditions, as well as a great deal of criticism about its activities, but these things are what is needed to help all of us meet the world of tomorrow. It is never comfortable for someone to point out what they perceive to be errors in judgement, but constructive criticism is essential to the maintenance of excellence on all levels.

In the future, we must help Notre Dame not only to look back, but also to help it to look forward. This is being done to a limited extent by many of the community service organizations on campus, but there is no comprehensive plan for university involvement in the South Bend community and personal, and growth, and mature interpersonal relationships.

The decision making process at Notre Dame tends to be greatly removed from the student body and the faculty. It would seem logical that these two groups would be more essential to the process of looking at future directions for the university because they are the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university. Both are highly qualified and could bring into the discussion a great deal of insights and ideas to the university.
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**Chautauqua movement spreads to Notre Dame**

**features**

The primary goal of the founders of the Chautauqua movement was to provide a popular system of education through lectures, concerts, and various other means of entertainment. As the movement's popularity increased, several hundred communities sponsored Chautauqua weeks. As a result of these gatherings, millions of individuals were introduced to the new and often "revolutionary" ideas of the late nineteenth century, including a focus on sex and international disarmament.

Although the movement no longer enjoys the widespread recognition it formerly possessed, a small Chautauqua society still thrives in New York state. More important is the importance, which Notre Dame's own Chautauqua (the Chautauqua coffeehouse, which is sponsored by the Student Union) will be experiencing during the coming year.

In the past, the Chautauqua concept has been subject to wide negative reaction among many members of the Notre Dame student body. While the vast majority of students will not be aware of this, there are definite problems caused by the lack of desirable social life here on campus. They never mention Chautauqua's credibility as a viable alternative. According to director AndyAbrams, much of the adverse publicity that Chautauqua has received can probably be attributed to the problems which initially plagued those who established the coffeehouse. Abrams observes that while "the founders had good intentions and lots of good ideas, they thought that it (Chautauqua) would work out itself. And it's not working out well for us." Another difficulty which Chautauqua's organizers faced was the number of restrictions imposed upon the coffeehouse by the local fire marshals. Required improvements in wiring and lighting were two things that "made the project expensive." Now that the necessary repairs have been made, Abrams intends to channel Chautauqua's funds toward "providing quality entertainment at low prices."

Even though improvements have been made, and new equipment (including a completely new sound system) has been acquired, Chautauqua now has a more difficult challenge to overcome: that of image. Because of the coffeehouse's non-alcohol policy, the entertainment options it provides for Notre Dame students are often ignored, lost in the midst of happy hours and weekend drink specials at Corby's and Senior Bar. An effort to appeal to a wider variety of students' needs and interests, this semester's Chautauqua events include classic movies, live band concerts, and a week dance class. Chautauqua's fall calendar appears as follows.

- September 10 — Movie: The Song Remains 8 & 10 p.m.
- September 11 — Movie: The Man From 50th St. 9 p.m.
- September 12 — Movie: The Song Remains 8 & 10 p.m.
- September 13 — Movie: The African Queen with Abbott & Costello short film, 8 & 10 p.m.
- September 14 — Movie: The Big Country with Little Rascals short film 8 & 10 p.m.

**Pat Mulligan**

**movie review**

Does display some innovative talents within the conventional boundaries of an Officer and a Gentleman. Hackford, whose previous film The Oddball received mixed reviews a couple of years ago, has a knack for producing effective pictorial compositions out of predictable subject material. Given the right amount of time and creative independence Taylor Hackford could develop into a fine director.

An Officer and a Gentleman concerns the trials and tribulations of Zack Mayo (Richard Gere), a loner who comes to realize that he has a talent for breaking the spirit of the rebellious Mayos (Cool Hand Luke), even a glorious punch out between instruc- tor and student (Far Too Long). Suffice it to say that we've all seen this movie before in one form or another.

The poor performances of the leads and the uneven pace raise it above its run of the mill subject matter. Director Hackford accomplishes his feat primarily through some consistent camera work — nothing strikingly original, but with flair, towards the narrative. To put it in another way, the cinematography em- bellishes the "saucy" the camera corroborates the screenplay. Then when Zack bids adieu to his licen- cious stepfather, the camera frames Mayo, a loner who comes to realize the numerous episodes which com- plete the finished film.

The single most notable achievement involves the film's various montage sequences. We are provided with an unusual number of closeups of most every actor. Given the right direction. Mayos (Cool Hand Luke), even a glorious punch out between instruc- tor and student (Far Too Long). Suffice it to say that we've all seen this movie before in one form or another.

The poor performances of the leads and the uneven pace.

**Friday's prayer**

**Hackford's first class OFFICER**

Psalm 23 (revisited)

David Winger is surprisingly versatile as the husband- Freeboy. It happened One Night: 8 & 10 p.m.

**features**

The film is set in the 1950's, a time when a young star's career is threatened by a long-term relationship. Despite the problems which are plaguing Zack Mayo, a loner who comes to realize the poor performances of the leads and the uneven pace.

A Director, who has been working hard the past couple of years, has a knack for producing effective pictorial compositions out of predictable subject material. Given the right amount of time and creative independence Taylor Hackford could develop into a fine director.

An Officer and a Gentleman concerns the trials and tribulations of Zack Mayo (Richard Gere), a loner who comes to realize the numerous episodes which complete the finished film. The film's uneven pace.

The poor performances of the leads and the uneven pace.

**Friday's prayer**

**Huckford's first class OFFICER**

Psalm 23 (revisited)

David Winger is surprisingly versatile as the husband-
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The poor performances of the leads and the uneven pace.
Like the black people. Without trying to come off as the 10th generation Yankee, like the blacks I meet in New York, the blacks I meet on campus. Whenever I write of minority groups, I am accused of being patronizing and condescending in the dialing hall, when I’ve said to a 17-year-old freshman, “You’re very pretty,” a friend who knows, wrote to me that she thought I meant, “You’re very sexy.” At age fifty six, I can risk being sexy, because I have a case of the handling sell. As a Map turned Roman Catholic, I can say I like Italian people, and done out for a month on the invitations I get to eat spaghetti.

So, I am saying it as simply as I can. I like Blacks. If there were a better way of saying it, I would try to find it. The members of my family were mostly Yankee fishermen, living on the coast of Maine. These sunburned men and their hard working wives were a class unto themselves. Tourists spending their summers in Bar Harbor speak of the Maine natives as down East characters. Royal Daltum has done a figure in portrait of the Maine lobsterman. He is as singular as the old cocktail lady selling ballrooms, his appearance is a collector’s item. I’m not offended when someone says “I don’t like Easterners.” I understand that my people have been complimented. It is very regional to say that you like Yankees. The blacks I like are as diverse as the American continent.

I have just finished reading James Baldwin’s Another Country. The novel, I suspect, is stated in its language that you’re old enough to remember the Civil Rights Movement, you’ve heard the language of suffering before. It becomes almost unbearable when a black woman tells of a white girl, saying again and again, “Whity doesn’t understand what it’s like.” It’s true that this girl stand. Even without reading Ralph Ellison’s invisible man, I can recognize that unspeakable crimes have been committed.

Baldwin’s characters move between Harlem and Greenwich Village. Whatever the iniquities that are clearest points on 122nd street. I don’t go up to Harlem. On an evening walk in summer, between midtown Manhattan and Washington Square, I see the characters about whom I could write a Baldwin-like novel of my own where the black kids who make it the hard way, with the things they are into, a lot of them die young. Make believe people, doing jobs that the newspapers say to the third and fourth generation. Nobody asked my opinion. I just happened to read a twenty-year-old novel, and some things have changed. Young, gifted and talented blacks still destroy themselves, because they think they are not good enough. They would stand a better chance if they had grown up in Harlem. Nothing can change history. Guilt comes, not because a generation is responsible for past history, but because a generation allows history to repeat itself. A white problem, sporadic still to this time. Nobody will have to tell blacks that they are a credit to their race, the way they used to do with Joe Louis. Nobody asked my opinion. I just happened to read a twenty-year-old novel, and some things have changed. Young, gifted and talented blacks still destroy themselves, because they think they are not good enough. They would stand a better chance if they had grown up in Harlem.

As I said previously, there is a movie for everyone this weekend. The Saint Mary’s Student Activities Programming Board begins its season with the first part of the horror trilogy, Friday the 13th. As we are not allowed to mention the new entries in the well known slasher franchise that has been billed as the “ultimate” in horror films because it is so real that the audience feels the killer could jump out of the screen and lay siege as random. The original film (remember, its success in what prompted the producers to come out with a clone of the original which itself was cloned in the third edition) is presented tonight at midnight in Carroll Hall. If the expense of books has depleted your bank account and hands seems to be very short, don’t worry. This one is free.

As I said previously, there is a movie for everyone this weekend. The Saint Mary’s Student Activities Programming Board begins its season with the first part of the horror trilogy, Friday the 13th. As we are not allowed to mention the new entries in the well known slasher franchise that has been billed as the “ultimate” in horror films because it is so real that the audience feels the killer could jump out of the screen and lay siege as random. The original film (remember, its success in what prompted the producers to come out with a clone of the original which itself was cloned in the third edition) is presented tonight at midnight in Carroll Hall. If the expense of books has depleted your bank account and hands seems to be very short, don’t worry. This one is free.

SATURDAY NIGHT The Magna Muser takes the screen in the Engineering Auditorium. Whether you come at 7, 9 or 11, be prepared to enjoy the antics of the creations of Jim Henson and his company of muppets. This movie has been on campus before and every time these college age adult students come, they see it to regrow to early grade first. Amazing.

At Chautauqua, the movie, The Song Remains the Same starring Led Zeppelin in concert will be show tonight. The movie is billed as “1981’s Rocker of the Year,” this film is for all of those Led Zeppelin groups and not so Led Zeppelin groups. This film is the perfect late night show. Rock and roll is the way to go.

As a part of the continuing Friday Night Film Series, the Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s Communication and Theatre Department will present a 1979 Federico Fellini film entitled, Orchestra Rehearsal. Any film buffs and members of the faculty in the European and world literature who is familiar with the dialogue in that language but for those who do not have a copy of their Italian grammar and dictionary close at hand, subtitles will have to suffice. Fellini’s controversial film was inspired in part by the Aldo Moro kidnapping and in that, takes a metaphorical look at the politics of Western Civilization. The Saint Mary’s Student Activities Program Board begins its season with the first part of the horror trilogy, Friday the 13th. The screening will be shown in the Engineering Auditorium at 12 noon on Sunday. This annual exhibit of work by artists in the fine arts community at the Art Center is sponsored by the public art program. All media are represented in this exhibit. The Art Center is located at 51 South St. Joseph Street and will be open 12:30 to 8 pm Tuesday through Friday and 12 to 5 pm Saturday and Sunday.

• MUSIC Saturday night at the ACC, Barbara Mandrell will be claming out those tunes that have made her the queen of country. Her popularity has spread immensely since she took on the duties of a weekly television variety show for NBC. Known for her deep rich soprano voice, Mandrell’s extensive instrumental talents, Mandrell’s concert could be one of the best pieces of wholesome entertainment to fit the ACC. The opening act for this show is not to be overlooked. Where some openers look to the big names to give them exposure and familiarize the audience with their work, Mandrell’s opening act would stand on its own. Ricky Skaggs will set the pace for Mandrell with his trendsetting style of plaintive bluegrass music. Previously with Emmy Lou Harris’s band, Skaggs has had two consecutive number one hits in the last two months. His success has not gone unnoticed by the Country Music Association which has nominated him for the most CMA awards including the top award, Entertainer of the Year. Very few class entertainment acts such as this hit the ACC. Do not miss this one.

Finally, for those who wish to spend some time listening to the strains of a country vocalist, Michael Davis will be playing in the Anderson Auditorium at 4 pm Sunday. On Monday afternoon, display Saint Mary’s galleries will be dark until next Friday while they prepare for the opening of two new exhibits. Of campus is the Art Center, Inc., The 1982 Art Center Faculty Exhibit opens to the public at 12 noon on Sunday. This annual exhibit of work by artists in the teaching community at the Art Center is an opportunity for the public to become familiar with the range of talent among their faculty members. All media are represented in this exhibit. The Art Center is located at 210 South St. Joseph Street and will be open 12:30 to 8 pm Tuesday through Friday and 12 to 5 pm Saturday and Sunday.
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A road run for women, the first ever in South Bend, will be held this Sunday, September 12 at 2 p.m. on the homes of Mary's Campus. The five-kilometer event will be sponsored in part by the Saint Mary's Athletic Department. More information on registration fees, prices, etc., can be obtained by calling 272-7905.

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes will hold their first weekly meeting Monday night at 7 p.m. in the Howard Hall social room. All are invited to attend. — The Observer

The men's soccer team will be on the road this weekend as they seek to improve upon their 1-0 record. Irish will be participating in the Rochester tournament along with Syracuse, Georgetown, and host Rochester University. The Irish's first game will be tonight at 7 p.m., with the second and final round following on Sunday. — The Observer

The newly formed Notre Dame Hang Gliding club please call Ted Tocine at 287-7711 for organizational information. — The Observer

Aerobics exercise classes, sponsored by Non-arsity Athletics, begin this week in the A.C.C. Concourse Gym 1. Students classes meet 1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. There is a $3.00 fee for the seven-week course. Classes for faculty and staff meet 5:15 to 6:45 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. The fee is $12.00 for seven weeks. More classes begin next Monday. — The Observer

In the Riders, 3 AT 1852
DAY SEP 11 AT 5:00. ALL WELCOME!
-306 pages-10,278
Call 277-7720
Improve Your Grades! Research Catalog CALL AFTER 3 AT 7850
There is a $3.00 fee for the seven-week course. Classes for faculty and staff meet 4-4:30 p.m. on Monday/Wednesday night and 5:15 to 5:45 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. The fee is $3.00.

The Gang's All Here! — or at least weekend! Need 10-13 Metal, tix, GA or Student tix. Call 277-7415.

Riding and Softball Info!
Playing softball this season on Monday, September 13 at 7 p.m. in the Outdoor Volleyball Area. Practice begins Monday, September 19. For more information contact Bob Joe at 279-7944. — The Observer

NOTICES
Will hold their first weekly meeting Monday night at 7 p.m. in the Howard Hall social room. All are invited to attend. — The Observer

Interhall football signups will take place this week, but will be conducted within the individual dormitories. For more information contact your dorm's athletic commissioner or all the new 24-hour NVA phone line at 239-500. — The Observer

The University of Notre Dame wrestling team will begin mandatory conditioning workouts Monday, September 13 at 4 p.m. in the wrestling room at the ACC. Freshman not already signed up are especially requested to attend. For more information call Brother Joe at 279-7944. — The Observer

Off-campus students interested in coaching any O-C teams this fall are asked to contact Nick DePaolo, the off-campus athletic commissioner, at 234-5554 for information regarding fees, insurance, deadlines, etc. — The Observer

Notre Dame basketball great Adrian Danley, Kelly Tripucka and Austin Carr, and 15 other former Notre Dame players will be returning to the campus, September 18 to 20, in the Logan Center Senshi Basketball Game. The game is being organized by Notre Dame assistant basketball coaches Gary Brookaw and John Shumate, both former All-Americans who will play in the game. "It will be a great opportunity for all of us to help give something back to the South Bend community and enable local fans to do the same," said Brookaw. Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. on Saturday, September 18, just seven hours before Notre Dame opens its 1982 football season against Michigan at Notre Dame Stadium. Tickets are $3.00 in the basement, $5.00 in the upper arena. Tickets are selling fast at Gate 10 of the ACC. — The Observer

New deadlines have been announced by the office of Non-varsity Athletics. Deadlines for grad-fookball, the golf team, tennis, men's interhall soccer, outdoor volleyball, and co-rec water polo, are September 21. Deadline for entry in the inter-campus cross-country meet for men and women is September 21. — The Observer

The Observer will accept classifications Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifications to appear in the next issue must be received by 10 a.m., the business day prior to insertion. All classifications must be prepaid in cash or personal check. — The Observer

The Observer Classifieds page is available in the new Thursday issue, September 9, 1982. — The Observer
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BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE

EAST

L Pkt GT

St Louis 9 13 5 3 5
Philadelphia 7 8 3 4 1
New York 6 9 3 4 1
Chicago 5 8 3 3 2
San Diego 5 8 3 3 2
Atlanta 4 10 2 2 6
Los Angeles 7 7 3 4 1
New York 5 10 3 4 1
Chicago 6 8 4 4 2
Tampa 3 12 1 3 8

WEST

Pkt GT

San Francisco 11 5 4 3 1
Las Vegas 8 6 4 3 1
San Diego 5 8 3 3 2
Portland 5 8 3 3 2
Tampa 3 12 1 3 8

American League

EAST

L Pkt GT

Minn. 7 8 3 4 1
Baltimore 7 7 3 4 1
New York 4 8 3 3 2
Boston 4 8 3 3 2
New York 1 7 3 4 1
Tampa 3 12 1 3 8

WEST

Pkt GT

New York 7 8 3 4 1
Los Angeles 6 7 3 4 1
Boston 6 8 3 3 2
San Diego 5 8 3 3 2

Yesterdays Results

San Francisco 5 New York 4 (10 innings)
New York 7 LA 5
Texas 3 Minnesota 1 (10 innings)
Minnesota 5 Cleveland 4

Yesterday's American League scores:
New York 9 Minnesota 5
Boston 7 LA 9

Tomorrow's Games

American League

New York at LA 7:30 p.m. — Vida Blue vs. Davis
Minnesota at Boston 6:30 p.m. — Dolph Camilli vs. Bunning

National League

San Francisco at LA 7:30 p.m. — Darrell Porter vs. Lisk
Texas at Minnesota 6:30 p.m. — Dave Garcia vs. Smits

The Observer
Baseball roundup

Yankees outlast hot Brewers

Munphy home run

NEW YORK (AP) — Jerry 
Munphy clouted a one-out solo 
homer as the 13th inning last 
night that gave the New York Yankees a 
5-4 victory over the Milwaukee 
Brewers.

Bucky Dent hit 0-3 worked the final 2 
1/3 innings for the victory.

Reliever Pete Ladd, 1-2, struck out 
Willie Randolph to lead off the 10th 
before Munphy slammed his 
seventh homer over the 385-foot 
sign in right-center.

Despite the loss, Milwaukee main­ 
terly set four-game lead in the 
American League East over the 
Baltimore Orioles, who were shut out 
5-0 by Cleveland.

Brewers right-hander Pete Vack­ 
orvich, in quest of his seventh 
straight victory, worked the first 
ine innings, giving way to Rudy 
Marshall, when he gets healthy, 
would be used in passing situations

Braves clobber LA

ATLANTA (AP) — Bruce 
Benedict's grand slam home 
hit lighted a power outburst that 
carried the Atlanta Braves to a 10-3 
triumph over the Los Angeles 
Dodgers on Thursday night.

The victory went to Rick Mahler, 
9-9, who allowed five hits and two 
rans while working into the sixth in­ 
ning. Steve Bedrosian went the rest 
of the way to gain his 10th save.
Men’s tennis semifinal
Connors, Vilas advance in Open

NEW YORK (AP) — Second-seeded Jimmy Connors crushed collegian Roddy Harmon and No. 4 Guillermo Vilas of Argentina easily eliminated Tom Gullikson yesterday to set up the final men’s semifinal in the U.S. Open Tennis Championships.

The reigning Wimbledon champion, who is seeking his fourth U.S. Open crown, took only 1 hour, 53 minutes to cruise Harmon 6-1, 6-3, 6-4.

Vilas, playing in a night match, rolled over Gullikson 6-2, 6-1, 6-3 on the hard courts of the National Tennis Center. It is the first time Vilas has reached the semifinals since he captured the U.S. Open in 1977. But America’s premiere tennis event then was played on clay — Vilas’ best surface — at the West Side Tennis Club in Forest Hills.

In the other semifinal, defending champion John McEnroe will play Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia in yesterday’s only final. Kevin Curren of South Africa and Steve Denton combined to capture the men’s doubles, defeating Victor Amaya and Hank Pfister 6-2, 6-7, 6-3, 6-2. Curren served as an ace on the seventh match point to finish the three-hour match.

Following a slew of upsets, the women’s semifinals today will pit five-time champion Chris Evert, who is seeking her fourth U.S. Open crown, against Andrea Jaeger, while No. 7 Hana Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia takes on No. 9 Pam Shriver.

Shriver upset top-seeded Martina Navratilova, her close friend and doubles partner in the quarterfinals, while Mandlikova knocked off defending champion Tracy Austin. The women’s final will be held tomorrow, with the men’s final in America’s premier tennis event scheduled for Sunday. Both finals will be nationally televised by CBS.

The singles champions will receive $90,000 each from a purse of $1.5 million, the richest in tennis history.

The reigning Wimbledon champion, who is seeking his fourth U.S. Open crown, took only 1 hour, 53 minutes to crush Harmon 6-1, 6-3, 6-4.

Reaching the semifinals for the ninth straight year, Connors broke Harmon in the fourth games of the second set and the opening game of the third. He had a 5-2 lead and was serving for the match when Harmon broke Connors for the first time in the match in the eighth game.

Harmon then held serve, but Connors came right back to hold serve and advance into the semifinals.

Harmon, the first black to reach the U.S. Open semifinals since former champion Arthur Ashe lost in the finals in 1972, said he received some bad advice just before going onto center court.

“Listened to a couple of people to find how to play Connors, and it was wrong. I just should have played the game. I play well, which is to play all the aggressive way I tried some things — a slice backhand — that was contrary to my game and uneasy to play that way.”
Women's volleyball Notre Dame outclasses IUSB

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

The season opener for the Notre Dame women's volleyball team turned out to be not much more than a practice as the Irish thrashed IUSB 15-2, 15-0, and 15-2 last night at the ACC Pit. The Irish won easily, 15-1, 15-8, and 15-2. See Mike Sullivan's story at right. (Photo by Scotty Roger)

See NFL, page 14

NFL owners threaten to ‘shut down’ games

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press

The waving of the teams' player representatives, Sam McCullum of the Seahawks and Herb Orvis of the Colts, triggered threats by the teams to stage job actions unless the reps are reinstated by the clubs.

"Owners are considering shutting down the union, said from Washington. "This is the 3rd week in a row we're saying it's time for a selective strike. At some time, we're going to recognize how disrupted Seattle's players are by this blatant action.

The union has filed an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board over the cutting of Orvis and McCullum and is awaiting a decision, which is expected early next week.

Pitt squeezes by tough North Carolina by 1

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Dan Marino whipped a 4-yard touchdown pass to a baffling Bryan Thomas midway through the third quarter, capping Pitt's only sustained drive and giving the No. 1-rated Panthers a 7-0 victory over fifth-ranked North Carolina last night in the college football opener for both teams.

Marino, who was intercepted four times, completed four passes in as many attempts for 45 yards as Pitt drove 69 yards in seven plays for the game's only touchdown.

North Carolina had a 3-0 lead on the fourth play of the second period when Brooks Wallace kicked a 39-yard field goal. The Tar Heels scored again with 4:57 left, getting a 46-yard field goal by Bob Rogers.

The Irish put on a spik ing exhibition halfway through the game, climaxing the main event of the evening. The opening game starters for the Irish show that there was much hope for the future. Two freshmen, three sophomores, and a junior comprised the lineup.

The team can expect some real competition this weekend when it travels to Ann Arbor for the Wolverine Invitational. Other teams that are entered include Lake Superior State, Wayne State, Ferris State, Central Valley College, and Michigan.

Because the team is guaranteed at least six games, the tournament should show the team much much more.

The Irish are used to returning to the court over the weekend, and they did. We also did not make many errors on the serves which is something we concentrated on.

We're told, 'When we strike, if we strike, we'll do it together.'